Blindfold Challenge
(Teams of 2 or 3)
- Teams of 2
  - Builder is blindfolded and is the only one allowed to touch the bikes, tools, or box
  - Instructor guides builder through the process
  - Estimated time for build – 25 to 30 min.
- Teams of 3
  - We add a communicator with 3 people.
  - The instructor sits about 4 feet away and has their back to the bike
  - Instructions are relayed from instructor to builder by communicator
  - Estimated time for build – 25 to 30 min.

Arm Tie Challenge
(Teams of 2)
- Inner arms are tied together and completely out of play
- Outside or free arms can be used
- Estimated time for build – 20 to 25 min.

Adult Big Wheels
(Variable team size. Up to 4 teams)
- Weather permitted
- Not available for Build/Gives on school property
- We set up a short oval course
- Team members each ride a lap to "earn" a part of the bike
- Once all laps have been completed, the Team may begin building their bike
- Can be done as a bracket challenge where winners of previous round move on

Trivia Challenge
(Variable team size)
- Donor helps create a list of 10-20 Trivia Questions
- We can provide Colorado and Bike based questions
- Teams must answer a portion of the questions right in order to begin building their bike
- Typically done in combination with Arm Tie or Blindfold Challenge
- Estimated time: 30 - 45 min.

Speed Challenge
(Teams of 2 or 3)
- We have a digital timer (like one used for track meets)
- Give teams 2 minutes to strategize and prep the bike
- Teams race to build the bikes
- Works well as a secondary challenge (after blindfold or arm tie)

wishforwheels.org